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ABSTRACT

Staying in touch is a fundamental aspect in maintaining a long-distance relationship, whether it is in a family context or a friendship. An effective communication appliance can enable families or friends living apart to have a feeling of connectedness and help them to maintain their relationship despite the physical distance. This paper describes the results of an exploration study on people living far away from their families and friends, with a focus on how they stay in touch with their close friends and overcome the distance.

The targeted user group in this study is geographically and physically isolated people. A user study was conducted by means of a survey, focus group and interview. The results show that sharing problems and feelings between two remotely located friends is crucial. Consequently, the design goal was set to enable users to notify and physically comfort each other, in a subtle way, through a remote but shared experience, whenever a problem or feeling occurs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.3 [Information Systems Applications]: Communications Applications; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI)]: User Interfaces – User-centred design

General Terms
Design.
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Communication appliance, awareness, connectedness, long-distance relationship, tangible interaction, personal artefacts.

1. INTRODUCTION

Globalization has changed our world in so many different ways. One of the effects is the increasing migration of people from one country to another, which can have various reasons, such as having a new job, studying, or going on holiday. This phenomenon is resulting in a situation where families and friends live far away from one another, physically separated and geographically distributed.

Maintaining a long-distance relationship, whether between family members or friends, faces many challenges. When physical separation occurs, there is a higher risk of relationship deterioration, which in turn may lead to relationship dissolution. Once one’s relationship deteriorates, the possibility of losing friends is higher than losing family members. Family ties are for life, where as friends may come and go. Considering this, relationship maintenance between friends seems more challenging than between family members. In this paper, we focus on the exploration of long-distance relationships between close friends.

2. RELATED WORK

Technology-mediated communication plays a significant role in facilitating interpersonal communication (e.g. between family members, friends, couples) and group communication (e.g. among co-workers), when face-to-face communication is not viable. Much research has been done to explore how technology-mediated communication can support remotely located people to stay in touch and connected with each other. This form of communication ranges from emails, phones, and instant messaging applications to awareness systems.

Existing network communication technologies facilitate staying in touch with remote families or friends to some extent. Media such as email, instant messaging, and telephone, are considered content-oriented communication, focusing on conveying meaningful information. However, communication activities in daily life and social relationships involve much more than just the exchange of explicit information. Kuwabara [9] et al. proposed the concept of connectedness-oriented communication, which aims to foster a feeling of connectedness to maintain and enhance human social relationships. Liechti and Ichikawa [10] introduced the idea of affective awareness as a general sense of being close to families and friends. These studies support the idea that the communication media that are currently available do not fully support maintaining long-distance relationships.

One way to stay in touch is by means of an awareness system. An awareness system is a new form of technology-mediated communication that has been widely studied over the last decade. An awareness system is defined as a system that facilitates lightweight, emotional, informal forms of communication that help people to effortlessly maintain awareness of each other’s whereabouts and activities [8]. If designed effectively, an awareness system provides connectedness and a sense of being close to one's family or friends.

Time-wise there are two types of communication: synchronous communication, then the interaction takes place in real time, and asynchronous communication, in that case the information exchanged is stored and can be accessed later when the receiving party feels the need.
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In this respect awareness systems can be seen as a new type of communication medium that augments existing ones since it offers the possibility of having asynchronous communication before switching to synchronous communication.

Following the concept of connectedness-oriented communication [9], several works on awareness systems have focused in supporting people that are emotionally-close in maintaining their relationship while living physically separated by providing a feeling of connectedness. For example, family members (e.g. ASTRÆ [11] and Familyware [5]); couples (e.g. Feather and Scent [13] and Lover’s Cup [2]); and close friends (e.g. Shaker [13] and FaintPop [9]). Most of these studies focus on staying in touch within a family context. Although some studies also try to cover staying in touch between friends [9,11,13], no study has ever focused completely on friends.

In line with the notion of supporting awareness and enhancing remote communication, there are several applications for awareness systems designed based on the idea of tangible interaction. PSyBench [1] facilitates remote users not only to collaborate in a shared physical workspace but also to have a strong feeling of each other's physical presence. InTouch [1] is designed to enable haptic interpersonal communication between remote users. More recently, Social Radio [4] is presented as a tangible awareness system that enables small intimate groups to stay in touch and mediate a feeling of connectedness among them through sharing personal music. Another example, Keep in Touch [12] enables remote couples to maintain intimacy by means of a fabric touchscreen. Tangible Interaction (TI) is a recent field that has been growing rapidly in the last few years. The idea behind it is that digital information is made accessible to users through everyday physical artefacts in their everyday environment.

Hoven and Eggen [6] presented an extension to the taxonomy of Ulimar and Ishii [14] by adding a category of TI with personal artefacts. Physical artefacts are categorized as personal when the artefact has a personal meaning to the user and most likely the user also owns the artefact. Using personal artefacts rather than generic ones in TI is argued to reduce the learning time for users since they already have a mental model regarding the personal artefact. Existing TI for awareness systems all use generic artefacts [1,4,12].

Hoven [7] incorporated the use of personal objects, namely souvenirs, in the design of a Digital Photo Browser, a TI application for supporting recollection of personal memories. It is suggested that using personal objects may give an affordance for users to interact with TI applications in a better way since a mental model already exists concerning the object and the associated digital information.

This paper presents the exploration phase of a study on staying in touch with physically separated friends. The study aims to design a connectedness-oriented communication appliance to support staying in touch and maintaining relationships, by means of tangible interaction and the use of personal artefacts.

3. EXPLORATION PHASE

The targeted user group in this study are people who move away from their friends. Being isolated can lead to loneliness and depression [3], which in the end might affect their well-being. Establishing contact with other people could alter this situation. Therefore, this group is considered to have a need for communication.

Two categories of isolation are studied. First, geographic isolation caused by a geographical distance, for example moving to a new place for work or study. Second, physical isolation caused by a certain physical condition, such as being in exile, displaced or very ill. In this study, expatriates and international students represent the first group; and asylum seekers represent the second group.

The exploration phase consists of two parts: a general exploration on long-distance relationships and a more focused continuation.

3.1 Long-Distance Relationship Exploration

To gather an initial understanding of the research problem, an online survey and a focus group session were carried with questions such as: What do people experience when living far away from their close friends? In what ways do they stay in touch? What kind of difficulties do they face with respect to communication? Does relationship deterioration occur? And what kind of personal artefacts do they have that are linked to their friends?

3.1.1 Survey

The online survey was aimed at both people who moved and people who stayed behind. The survey was distributed by snowball sampling via email and mouth-to-mouth advertisement. Valid responses were obtained from 101 participants (73% moved and 27% left behind, 59% female and 41% male, reason for moving: 52% study, 25% work, 15% follow family and 8% better living condition). From the survey, the main findings were:

- People who moved and those who are left behind both share similar feelings, such as finding it hard or difficult to be apart, missing the other, feeling distant, sad, and lonely. In addition, no significant differences are found when comparing the two groups on frequency of contact with each other, presence of personal artefacts, and self-proclaimed relationship deterioration.
- The mean score of communication is email (92%), instant messaging (73%) and phones (68%).
- The type of information shared remains more or less the same compared to when they were physically close: personal matters (news, problems and feelings), work or study, family, and friends. However, the information is less detailed, they only share updates on old information or news.
- Talking, sharing, being together and doing things together, face-to-face meetings and having physical contact are important elements that a long-distance friendship misses.
- Relationship deterioration is experienced by half of the respondents (52%). After living far away for a certain period, they feel not as close as before, have less contact, share less information, and have less common things or shared experiences. The main reasons are that they are busy and living different lives.

- Half of the respondents (50%) have a personal artefact that relates to their close friend, mainly pictures and presents. They perceive the artefact as personal because it reminds them of how the close friend looks, of their great moments together, and brings back memories.

Knowing that the problems that people experienced, either when they moved away or stayed behind, are more or less
similar, it was decided to focus on people who moved in the next steps of the study since we have easier access to this group of people.

3.1.2 Focus Group
Two focus group sessions were conducted. The first group (geographically-isolated) consisted of 2 males and 2 females; two of them were international students, 1 expatriate, and 1 expatriate’s family member. The second group (physically-isolated) were 3 asylum seekers living in an asylum centre, two of them were male and 1 female. The main purpose of the focus group was to acquire a deeper understanding of the users and their requirements, and also to dive into the survey findings. Three research materials were used in the focus group: an introductory questionnaire, “a day in the life” video of two personas (representing each group), and participants’ personal artefacts. Some of the main findings were:

- Time constraints, time difference, living different lives, different life styles, and different life rhythms are the main difficulties in staying in touch with close friends.
- The situation of being away from friends is more difficult for the asylum seekers since it is a permanent situation for them, and also the means of communication available are more limited. They also realize that their relationships are not likely to get weakened, as their close friends tend to have more understanding towards their condition.
- The feeling of envy sometimes hinders sharing experiences between geographically isolated participants with their close friends. However, having shared experiences, or sharing the same experience, is considered to be a very important element in a friendship. When friends no longer have shared experiences, over time they will drift apart. In the end, this may lead to relationship deterioration.
- Memories of prior shared experiences, special attention, something in common, and problems, are the things that make participants feel connected with their close friends.

Findings show that shared experiences turn out to be essential things that people miss in a long-distance friendship, which over time may cause the friendship to deteriorate. Therefore at this point, the research continued with a focus on facilitating a remote shared experience. It was also chosen only to proceed with the first group (expatriates, international students, and their accompanying family members), because these people, as well as their friends, will have easier access to the potential design solution, which will consist of technological equipment that is not readily available to all.

3.2 Shared Experiences Exploration
In this study, shared experience is described as the things that two or more close friends do together, not necessarily at the same time, but give them the same experience. Having many shared experiences is like glue that holds a friendship together. The main question raised in this phase is: What kind of experiences did people share when they still lived nearby? What kind of shared experiences would they like to have now even though they live far apart? And how do they manage to have shared experiences now?

3.2.1 Survey
Another online survey was carried out, by sending emails to people who participated in the previous survey. For this second survey, 32 people responded (78% female and 22% male, 50% study, 34% work and 16% follow family). The main findings of the survey were:

- Sharing problems and feelings is the shared experience that most respondents had before and wished to have now. For a top five of shared experiences see Table 1.

Table 1. Top five shared experience that respondents had before and wished to have now

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Kind of shared experience</th>
<th>% of respondents (n=32)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Had</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sharing problems and feelings</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sharing jokes and funny stories</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Going out for a drink or meal</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hanging out</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Having physical contacts (hugs, shoulder pats)</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- It is still possible to share problems, feelings, jokes and funny stories to some extent, by talking about them over the phone, chatting, or sharing via emails. For other shared experiences such as going out for a drink or meal and having physical contacts, are not feasible anymore until they visit each other. However, some people prefer making new friends as a remedy.

Even though the survey participants live far away from their close friends, the shared experience they miss most is to share problems and feelings. For that reason, the design in this research will be focusing on facilitating remote shared experience of sharing problems and feelings.

3.2.2 Interviews
To acquire more detailed and elaborate information on the experience of sharing problems and feelings, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 5 participants. Four of them were females and one male; three of them were international students, 1 expatriate, and 1 expatriate’s family member. The main findings were:

- Knowing a friend's problems and feelings connects people emotionally and builds a stronger friendship. The problems and feelings shared are mainly big, life-related problems and deep, intense feelings that they normally only share with very close friends.
- When people are living near to one another and one has problems, they meet face-to-face, spend time together and talk the problems through. When living far away, synchronous communication (e.g. talking on the phone, chatting) is difficult because of time constraints, different time zones, and the fact that sharing problems requires an enormous amount of energy and time.
- When people are meeting each other, it is also easier to sense whenever their close friend is having a problem or not feeling well (through body language and facial expression). When living far away, sensing each other's current feelings is nearly impossible. Hence, people become less sensitive to the feelings of their close friends.
- People find it difficult to share big problems. They simply do not know how to start expressing their problem. They wish their close friends would instantly know and ask them what is wrong.
3.3 Design Goals
This study focuses on designing an appliance to facilitate two close friends in sharing their problems and feelings over a distance. The thorough exploration described in this paper gave us sufficient understanding of the research problem to come up with the following two design goals:
1) People should be able to let their remote friend know that they have a problem or a particular feeling, without using any words, in a subtle way.
2) People should be able to give comfort physically to their remote friend.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We performed an exploration study to investigate how people stay in touch and maintain their long-distance friendships when they are living far away from their close friends. A shared experience is considered very important in a friendship as it brings a feeling of connectedness to one’s close friends. Due to the distance, physically separated friends are more likely to have less shared experiences which over time may cause the relationship to deteriorate. Sharing problems and feelings is the shared experience that is highly missed in a long-distance friendship. The comprehensive exploration has led us to an interim conclusion that facilitating a remote experience of sharing problems and feelings between close friends is crucial. Two design goals have been identified: the design should enable users in a non-obtrusive way to notify each other, and physically comfort each other whenever a problem or feeling takes place.

The approach of this study is user-centred design, which means that after the completion of the user and requirements study, the conceptual design phase will take place. Subsequently, the selected design concept will be prototyped and followed by a user evaluation.
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